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the Temple, but was also under obligation to take part in the
communal prayers at the synagogue.
There is a danger of not making sufficient distinction between
the ramifications of Rabbinical theory and the common practice
of the people. If critics would bear the origin of the Hisknah
in mind, they would be less likely to exaggerate its effects and
to picture Judaism as bound and fettered by a kind of strait-
jacket of legalism, A careful examination soon makes it clear
that the academic discussions of the Schools and the somewhat
pedantic formalism of the synagogue represent only one aspect
of the Jewish religion.
Such an examination reveals a number of religious ideas
which seem to have little connection with the Torch or with
any other part of the Scriptures, but which nevertheless loom
large in the daily life of the people. The so-called Deutero-
canonical and Apocryphal books bear witness to their existence,x
but the scientific study of this evidence has so far proved
unfruitful, because those who have engaged in it have remained
satisfied with purely theoretical ideas, and have ignored the
complex and more elusive realities underlying them.2 Such a
study has also been prejudiced by the common custom of
regarding Judaism as something absolutely unique and complete
in itself. R. Dussaud has rightly pointed out that a closer
acquaintance with the ancient East has made it clear that the
stock of moral ideas, which had so long been considered the
exclusive prerogative of the Jews, were in reality the common
property of all the ancient oriental civilizations.3 And what is
true of Early Judaism, which is his especial concern, applies no
less to the Late Judaism which forms the subject of this book.
1	R. H. Charles, The Book of Enoch, 2nd edit., Clarendon Press, 1912,
has an introduction of 112 pages which abounds in facts and ideas on
the question before us.
2	XLVII, i, XVI.	3 CCLVI, 283.
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